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Numerical Methods for Sound Waves and Absorbing Boundary Conditions 
 

Equations modeling wave phenomena in fields such as geophysics, oceanography, and acoustics among others, are 
normally defined on unbounded domains. Due to the complexity of the corresponding boundary value problems (BVP), in 
general, an explicit analytical technique cannot be found. Therefore, they are treated by numerical methods. Major 
challenges appear when numerically solving wave problems defined in these unbounded regions using volume 
discretization methods. One of them consists of the appropriate definition of absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) on 
artificial boundaries such that the solution of the new bounded problem approximates to a reasonable degree the solution 
of the original unbounded problem in their common domain. That is why the definition of ABCs for wave propagation 
problems in unbounded domain plays a key role in computation. 
 In this talk, I will describe our recent construction of high order local Farfield Expansions absorbing boundary conditions 
(FEABC) for time-harmonic acoustic scattering in two– and three–dimensions. A computational advantageous aspect of the 
FEABC is its local character. It means only few boundary points or elements are needed to compute the approximate 
solution at the different stages of the computation. This constitutes a significant improvement over well-known high order 
absorbing boundary conditions such as the Dirichlet to Neumann whose global nature requires computation over all the 
nodes or elements at the artificial boundary. We use this novel ABC to construct overall high order numerical methods for 
single and multiple scattering problems by coupling finite element and finite differences numerical methods with the 
FEABC. 
 

 
Refreshments served at 3:30pm 4th floor Lounge – Amos Eaton
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